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BITEF – BELGRADE INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FESTIVAL: 
BUILDINGS, CITY AND “NEW THEATRE TRENDS“ 
 
The first Bitef 212 – Belgrade International Theatre Festival – took place in 
Belgrade theatre Atelje 212 in September 1967. Conceived as a “showcase of 
new theatre trends in the world“, Bitef became, during sixties and seventies of 
the last century, a meeting place of all those theatres, companies and artists 
that were “truly in a search of a new contents and forms“, aiming to show 
”what they believed was new in the time we lived“1. Bitef was established in 
the country that was “somewhere in between“2 the East, the West and the 
Third World, open for everyone and led by Tito3 - adored, seducing and 
pragmatic statesman who “understood that, for the sake of tourism, it was 
essential to understand that every foreigner was not a spy; and even if he 
were, that should be of a less importance“4.  
 
Main characteristic of the time when Bitef emerged and developed was “the 
idea of rejecting theatre buildings and establishing performing spaces in 
different ’profane’ environments – such as factory halls, sport halls, churches 
or open urban spaces “5. Peter Brook, Julian Beck and Judith Malina, Luca 
Ronconi, Ellen Stewart, as well as Richard Schechner, came to Bitef, 
advocating thorough re-thinking of the theatre space, and explaining principles 
of the environmental theatre by saying: “we are interested in the relationship 
between actors and the audience, between space and performance. We do 
not want to hide any single segment or a moment of the continuous work of 
the actor–participant; our intention is to investigate the process and, through 
our performance, present not only the expression we discovered, but also, the 
record of the previous level“6. Therefore, the aim of Bitef is to conquer theatre 
space “not in terms of marginal, additional realisation, but through all available 
options“7. 
 
                                                 
1 Almanac of Bitef, no. 1, Belgrade, 1967, pg. 3. 
2 Title of the famous Yugoslav film (1983), based on the screenplay by Milosav Marinović and 
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7 Branko Matan, Almanac of Bitef, no. 12, Belgrade, 1978. 



There is a multiple, natural connection between Bitef and Atelje 212 – 
repertory, state (city) and institutional theatre – although it is possible, at first 
sight, to conclude differently.  
 
Atelje was established in 1956, in a small auditorium of “Borba” media outlet, 
consisting of 212 seats, as “an unusual theatre without staff, with almost no 
public funds, without complicated organisational structure and open for all 
actors of Belgrade“8; it was conceived as “a place for new ideas, as 
penetration into the world, as theatre expression of the battle that started 
between realism and modernism, traditionalism and avant-gardism“9. The 
theatre was established and, in the next ten years, developed on the basses 
of a very heterogeneous repertory, dramaturgical, directing, genre, stylistic 
and esthetical believes – from early avant-garde of the late XIX century, to the 
West European existentialists, from Russian naturalism, to the new American 
drama, from monodrama to musical, from contemporary to classical authors of 
the national literature. At that time, “associated with and related to what was 
happening in Bitef, as any other avant-garde in it’s final stage, the story of 
origin started to evolve in the Atelje; avant-garde would look for it’s roots in the 
previous avant-gardism“10. 
 
And equally important: Mira Trailović, “great lady of the Belgrade theatre 
world, theatre lioness“ led the theatre with confidence and authority, but also 
with admirable ability to attract, inspire and motivate people (from the greatest 
stars of the Yugoslav and world theatre, to craftsmen, telephonists and 
manual workers); she led the Atelje “in the battles to conquer the freedom of 
creation, but also, in managing sustainability without loss ... At numerous 
visits around the world ... she acted as superior ambassador of our theatre art, 
in any possible sense. She was given a worm attention and was accompanied 
home with the respect and admiration, she and her Atelje!“11 
 
Thirdly, and possibly most importantly: the house of Atelje, completed and 
inhabited three years before the foundation of the Festival, in 1964, was 
designed by Bojan Stupica, architect and one of the most important Yugoslav 
theatre directors of the 20th century; it was designed as transformable 
chamber theatre, laboratory, and, among other things, aimed at examining the 
relationship between event and space in theatre. As an example of possible 
set ups (and not as models), Stupica defined ten different configurations of the 
performing space, each based on the values “that Bojan Stupica undoubtedly 
believed in: delicate space proportions; short distances between stage and 
the auditorium; dense layout of the seats; unity of space; pure architecture of 
the auditorium ... On the contrary, all other spaces that did not belong to the 
acting space – foyers, galleries, cellar, facades, but also rehearsal room, 
offices, buffet – were theatrical, decorative and imposing. Auditorium is, 
therefore, architecture for theatre, while everything else is architecture as 
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theatre“12. No doubt that “if Mira Trailović were a Bitef’s mother, Atelje 212 
had been the father“13. 
 
Architectural space conceived in such a way, carried out in its own being, a 
call for new reading, reinvestigation and reaction. The “breaking of the acting 
space” at the stage of Atelje 212 was demonstrated already in the first year by 
the Living Theatre from New York, while at the same time Jerzy Grotowski 
staged his “roosters’ arena“ for the Calderón’s “El principe constante”: “Space 
dedicated to actors and audience is somewhere in between circus arena and 
operating theatre. What is happening down there can be observed either as a 
brutal scene of the ancient Roman style or as a cold surgical intervention“14. 
In 1968, at the second Bitef, Compagnie Victor Garcia took the audience to 
the stage of Atelje while performing Arrabal’s “Cimetiére des voitures”. And 
furthermore, not only that the spirit of Atelje included the idea of abolishing 
every theatre and architectural dogma, but, no mater how paradoxical it might 
sound, one could also sense the need for abolishing theatre architecture in 
general. 
 
This soon happened at the third festival which “gathered large number of 
performances that many would consider extreme – for their stronger 
expression, completely broken acting space, uncovering of the human body, 
performing on the city streets or for the attempt of non-verbal theatre“15. This 
was how on Friday, 5 September, in the year of 1969, performance of 
Ludovico Ariosto’s “Orlando Furioso” in the Sport Hall in New Belgrade, 
directed by Ronconi and performed by Teatro libero from Rome, initiated the 
process of Bitef and Belgrade’s liberation from the restrictions of any theatre 
building, regardless of it’s quality. At the same time, it was the process of 
theatralisation of various buildings and city spaces that, until present, had 
been representing entire typology of the established festival stages, followed 
by a very special Belgrade theatre topography. 
 
The Sport Hall, venue for another two festival premieres in later years – 
“1789“, performed at the fifth Bitef by Théâtre du Soleil from Paris and 
directed by Ariane Mnouchkine, and “Piel de toro” performed at the twentieth 
Bitef by Spanish company La Cuarda de Sevilla – hosted the performance of 
“Orlando” which consisted of several simultaneous acts happening at 
locations distant from one another. Audience, separated into groups, had a 
possibility to choose from “erotic, epic or fantastic narrative“ defined by 
“obvious scenography“ that was formatted by performers themselves, as they 
were “the most suitable for expressing any of the defined themes“16. Through 
character, organisation and articulation of the space in the performance that 
could be performed “anywhere - except theatre “17, one of the key definitions 
of the next four decades of Bitef was anticipated: the question of performing 
space.  
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In our time, ”many different forms have replaced unique model of theatre as 
art form, social phenomenon and building. Therefore, in any sphere, theatre 
does not exist as one established type, but all aspects of theatre existence 
can and have to be discussed as complex structure of different typologies“18. 
In the context of Bitef, this statement has a special, dual dimension.  
 
First level of relation towards performing space, belong to basic creative 
process – development of theatre work in the original environment. This 
process, of course, is examined as a complex and interrelated active link that 
connects acting, directing, scene design, production, technique and 
technology, and even architecture and urbanism – if we consider special 
performing spaces, or, performances that originate outside conventional 
theatre buildings. Choice and articulation of space are, therefore, texts – 
messages, defined by artistic, technical, production, economical, 
psychological, social, cultural, and even political and ideological parameters. 
We, however, consider secondary text more important – one that emerges out 
of the choice and articulation of spaces in which performances of Bitef took 
place in Belgrade. 
 
It is obvious that productions, technical and economical values, as well as 
overall environmental value of the spaces, are of a crucial importance. If we, 
however, for a moment leave aside those “practical” questions, we shall 
discover new duality: what does the new space framework represent for the 
actual performance when performed on tour, especially, at all those 
“essential“ levels that we have previously examined; or, what kind of a new 
textual layer, if any, emerges when performing in a different environment; and, 
secondly, how does such performance contribute to Belgrade – through 
changed perception of the “traditional” understanding of the environment that 
we have, through influence on current and future states of the buildings and 
open urban spaces, and finally, through changed understanding and 
interpretation of the idea, meaning and character of theatre? Transformation 
that emerges from relocating performance into a different space, as one of the 
important topics of theatre production and, at the same time, theatre 
semiotics, deserves special attention, but, currently, does not fit into the scope 
of our examination. That is why we shall dedicate our discussion only to the 
second topic. 
 
From the very “conquest” of the Sport Hall in New Belgrade, at the third Bitef, 
until present days, there has been continuous process of discovering, 
reshaping and presenting of many different (but not always non-theatrical) 
buildings and spaces as environmental stages for the festival performances. 
The process has been taking place with diverse intensity, sometimes 
becoming primary research topic as, for example, at the tenth Bitef held in 
1976 and, at the same time, Théâtre des nations, when out of twenty festival 
opening nights seven were performed in seven different “special“ performing 
spaces (out of which five were used for the fist time). Current list of such 
stages includes more than fifty urban locations. It is needless to say that the 
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highest number belongs to the open urban environments with distinctive 
theatricality, known as spaces aimed for various forms of public events 
(Belgrade Fortress and Kalemegdan park complex, plateau in front of the City 
Assembly, Republic Square, Ada Ciganlija river island, confluence of the Sava 
and the Danube, Skadarlija district), but also several very specific, extremely 
valuable and unknown spaces (backyard of Atelje 212 theatre, Rakovica 
quarry, marina in Dorćol, Ada Huja river island). It is impossible to establish 
with certainty the influence that Bitef had on the above spaces; it is, however 
realistic to say that the spectacular usage of those spaces contributed to the 
evaluation of Belgrade as a stage, as well as to overall theatralisation of the 
urban life. Starting from the guest performance of Bread and Puppet Theatre, 
followed by performances of Kugla glumište from Zagreb, to various street 
events outside main festival programme, it is obvious that Bitef has been open 
to “every space in which we can place our illusion. If, at the begging, Bitef 
belonged to the city and over time occupied various parts of Belgrade, 
Belgrade itself started to belong to Bitef, and after all, to theatre and arts in 
general“19. 
 
Many utilitarian buildings – museums and galleries; university amphitheatres; 
hotel rooms and halls; fair, factory and sport halls; film studios; various 
auditoria; shops – were discovered and revived by theatre events. Most often, 
the presence of Bitef in those spaces was ephemeral – on some occasions, 
for one night only. Some buildings, however, were permanently changed, 
influenced by festival experience: garage in the Majke Jevrosime street has 
become a museum and performing space; gun powder warehouse in 
Kalemegdan has become cult place for musical events; Skadarlija brewery 
was transformed into theatre Nova osećajnost (followed by a shopping centre 
transformation!); finally – unfinished Evangelist church has been converted 
into the permanent home of Bitef. “When in 1973 we searched for a space for 
Eugenio Barba’s “My Father’s Home” performed by Odin Teatret from 
Holstebro, and as ideal found  the space of the unfinished church next to 
Bajloni green market, we did not even suspect  that it was the moment when 
we discovered the building of the future ’Bitef-Teater’ in 1987. Belgrade 
International Theatre Festival emerged from the theatre, while Bitef-Teatre 
emerged from the festival“20.  
 
Comparative examination of the specific performing spaces of Bitef, results in 
the new spiritual and factual map of Belgrade today. Each dot on this map 
represents a “specific place“, “spatial substratum“, “synthesis of a volume“ that 
creates “particular environment, milieu and surrounding from undisciplined 
and anarchic options in order to go and reside ‘no mater where’ or do ’no 
matter what’”.21. Bitef-Teatre today represents spatial and theatre fact of 
Belgrade; at least for a moment, this was also the case with the service hall 
“Zastava Promet“ where, in 2003, we watched one of the most exciting 
performances in Bitef “W-Workers Circus” performed by Hungarian theatre 
Krétakör and directed by Árpád Schilling; than waste field on the Ada Huja 
island, next to the “Avala-Ada“ factory, natural space for the “Braakland” 
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performance of the Amsterdam Compagnie Dakar, directed by Lotte van der 
Berg; as well as common streets of the city transformed, in the same year, 
into a dramatic, delicate and warning urban scene by “Kargo Sofia – Belgrade: 
Bulgarian truck-drive by Stefan Kaegi, Rimini Protokoll“. “What is currently 
happening in the streets (by all means the most democratic, popular and 
generally accepted theatre with no equal), represents the final result of an 
evolution that, since Dionysus celebrations, included various square 
performances, then secular, chivalrous, legal or comedic performances, led to 
continuous advancement towards assimilation with the general way of living, 
as well as adjustment to and appropriation of such a way for its own, pan-
esthetical and pan-artistic purposes“22.  
 
Four decades went by during which world theatre “was changing from season 
to season, but in the way that nothing was going away for good and 
irretrievably; nothing happened in vain, but re-appeared as part of the arts of 
those who were coming next ... Today, it seems to us that ... Bitef actually has 
been searching for the theatre of essence“23. At the same time, Belgrade has 
become the stage for the stormier, more dramatic and more horrible, and 
sometimes even lively, search of the essence – the essence that exists in the 
lost values, believes, ideals, faith, everything that, as it seems, belongs to 
some “better past“24. And even then, in the past, “the festival had to be fought 
for“ and defended, as Belgrade “that was so proud of its openness, knew to 
be hostile, rigid, rejecting and vain. And, after being received at first as insult 
from the heights of the provincial vanity and rejected as enemy, Bitef was 
accepted as model and as element that should profoundly change our entire 
theatre. As always, the truth is in between; in its best moments Bitef served as 
necessary challenge to our theatre“25, city and the life.  
 

                                                 
22 Ibid, pg. 81. 
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